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Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree n and P’(z) its derivative. Using a recently 
developed interpolation formula, we obtain certain interesting refinements of the 
well-known inequalities of S. Bernstein and M. Riesz for polynomials. Given 
P( 1) = 0, the problem of estimating (P(r)\, with 0 <r < 1, is also taken up. Finally 
we present a sharp lower bound concerning the maximum of [P’(z)1 on 121 = 1. 
0 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then concerning the estimate of 
the maximum of IP’(z)l on the unit circle IzI = 1 and the estimate of the 
maximum of IP( on a larger circle IzI = R> 1, we have 
and 
Max IP( 6 R” vf; lOz)l. (2) 
(z/ = Rr 1 z 
Inequality (1) is an immediate consequence of S. Bernstein’s theorem on 
the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial (for reference see [8]). 
Inequality (2) is a simple deduction from the maximum modulus principle 
(see [7, p. 3461 or [6, Vol. I, p. 1371). 
In both (1) and (2) equality holds only for P(z) = az”, lcll # 0, that is, if 
and only if P(z) has all its zeros at the origin. Recently it was shown by 
Frappier, Rahman, and Ruscheweyh [3, Theorem 81 that if P(z) is a 
polynomial of degree n, then 
fkf:; /P’(z)1 <n Max IP(e”“‘“)l. 
z l<k<2n 
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Clearly (3) represents a refinement of (1 ), since the maximum of 1 P(z)1 
on IzI = 1 may be larger than the maximum of IP( taken over the (2n)th 
roots of unity, as is shown by the simple example P(z) = z” + ia, a > 0. In 
this paper we shall first show that the bound in (3) can be considerably 
improved. In fact, we prove the following result which constitutes an 
interesting refinement of (3) and therefore of Bernstein’s inequality (1) 
as well. 
THEOREM 1. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for every given 
real cc, 
Max IP’(z)l G; W, +M,+,), (4) I.? = I 
M, = lyf:n IP(eic’+2kx)‘n)l 
. . 
(5) 
and Mm+, is obtainedfrom (5) by replacing a by a + 7~. The result is the best 
possible and equality in (4) holds for P(z) = z” + re’“, - 1 d r < 1. 
Taking CI = 0 in Theorem 1, we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then 
Ftt: [P’(z)1 <f {,y;~, IP(e2kni’n)l +Iy;:n IP(ec1+2k)ni’n)l}; (6) z . . . . 
that is, on the right hand side of (3), the maximum of IP( taken over 
the (2n)th roots of unity may be replaced by the arithmetic mean of the 
maximum of [P(z)1 taken over the n th roots of 1 and the maximum of IP( 
taken over the n th roots of - 1. The result is the best possible and equality 
in (6) holdsfor P(z)=z”-r, -l<r<l. 
As an application of Theorem 1, we next present the following result 
which constitutes the corresponding refinement of (2). 
THEOREM 2. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for all real CL and 
R> 1, 
Max IP(Rz) - P(z)1 < 
121 = 1 
where M, is defined by (5) and M, + K is obtained from M, by replacing u 
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by a + 71. The result is the best possible and equality in (7) holds for the 
polynomial P(z) = z” + re”, - 1 < r < 1. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2, we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for all R > 1, 
, y;x l IP( G z > ( > 
y w, + M,) + p: IP(Z (8) z 
where M, is defined by (5) for all real CL The result is the best possible with 
equality in (8)for P(z)=z”-r, -1 <r< 1. 
Here is another consequence of Theorem 2, which is obtained by 
applying (7) to the polynomial Q(z) = zn P(l/?) and noting that I P(z)1 = 
IQ(z)\ for (zl = 1. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for all real a and 
Max IP(rz) - rnP(z)I < 
121 = 1 
and a fortiori 
(M, + MA + r* $; z 
77) 
W)l> 
(9) 
(10) 
where M, is defined by (5) for all a. Both the estimates are sharp, with 
equality in (9) for P(z) = azfl + eh, - 1 <a < 1 and in (10) for P(z) = z” + 1. 
Several years ago, in quite a different context G. Hal&z of the Mathe- 
matical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences asked how large 
Min,,, = i _ Cw,nj IP( can be for a given w in (0, n] if P(1) = O? As an 
answer to this question, Giroux and Rahman [4, Theorem 63 have shown 
that if P(z) is a polynomial of degree 12 such that P( 1) = 0, then for 
O<w<n, 
X 1 .fp- 1 lP(e”“‘“N. (11) 
Here we establish the following result which gives a sharp estimate for 
Min,,, = 1 -cwlnj IP(z 0 G w < n. 
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THEOREM 3. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n such that P( 1) = 0, then 
for O<wGn, 
(12) 
where M, is defined by (5). The result is the best possible and equality in 
(12) holds for P(z)=z”- 1. 
Inequality (1) can be sharpened if we restrict ourselves to the class of 
polynomials having no zeros in IzI -C 1. In fact, P. Erdos conjectured and 
later P. D. Lax [S] (see also [2]) verified that if P(z)#O in IzI < 1, then 
(1) can be replaced by 
yI”T lP’(z)lG; p’: lp(z)l. 
z z (13) 
In this connection it is natural to ask what improvement results in (4) from 
supposing that P(z) # 0 in IzI < 1. Here we are able to prove 
THEOREM 4. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n having no zeros in 
IzJ -C 1, then for every given real a, 
r:; If”(z)l G; {M:+M:+.}“2, (14) z 
where M, is defined by (5) for all real a. The result is the best possible and 
equality in (14) holds for P(z) = Z” + eia. 
As an application of Theorem 4, we mention the corresponding improve- 
ment of (7). 
THEOREM 5. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n having no zeros in the 
disk IzI < 1, then for every given real a and R > 1, 
(15) 
where M, is defined by (5). The result is sharp with equality in (15) for 
P(z) = z” + eia. 
Finally we present the following result concerning a lower bound for the 
maximum of [P’(z)1 on IzI = 1. 
449/144/l-16 
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THEOREM 6. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n which has m zeros at the 
origin, 0 < m <n, then 
) (16) 
where 
and 
My = 1 J$i;-, IP(e2kni’(n-m))l 
. . 
M2* = , ,y;t(p IP(e’1+2k’“i”“--m))l. 
. . m 
The result is the best possible and equality in (16) holds for P(z) = z” + rzm, 
for every r > 1. 
The case m = 0 yields the following 
COROLLARY 4. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then 
t‘;‘=“T Iw)l2; (2 p: IP( - (MO + M,)), z z (17) 
where M, is defined by (5) for all real u. The result is the best possible with 
equlity in (17) for P(z) = zn + r, for every r 2 1. 
2. LEMMAS 
For the proofs of these theorems we need the following lemmas. The first 
result is an interpolation formula due to the authore [ 11. 
LEMMA 1. Zf P(z) is a polynomial of degree n and z, , z2, . . . . z, are the 
zeros of z” -I- a, where a is any non-zero complex number, then for every 
complex number t such that t” + a # 0, we have 
and 
hkc,&= -4. (a+t 1 
(18) 
(19) 
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From Lemma 1, we deduce the following 
LEMMA 2. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n and zl, z2, . . . . z, are the 
zeros of z” + e’@, where /3 is any real number, then for IzI = 1, 
lzn-l(zP’(z)-nP(z))+e’BP’(z)l <n Iy2xn IP(z 
. . (20) 
Proof of Lemma 2. In Lemma 1 we take a = e”, where /I is an arbitrary 
real number; then the zeros zk, k = 1, 2, . . . . n of zn + a are of unit modulus. 
Hence for every complex number t with ) tl = 1 and t” + a # 0, so that 
t#z,, k= 1, 2, . . . . n, it follows from (18) that 
I(t”+a) P’(t)-nt”-‘P(t)/ 
= y i P(z,)&~ 
k=l 
G I=( $, /f&2/ l~f~n Iptzk)i. (21) 
Now if ItI = 1, IzI = 1, and t # z, then it can be easily verified that zt/(z - t)2 
is a negative real number and moreover for Ial = 1, Jtl = 1, and t” + a #O, 
(a + t”)*/at” is a positive real number. Therefore, for ItI = 1, Ial = 1, and 
t”+a#O, we have, by (19), 
(a+ t”)2 n tzk =--- 
natn k=, (z*=n= c 
Using this in (21), we obtain 
[(a+ t”) P’(t)-nt”-‘P(t)1 in ly;:n IP( . . (22) 
for I t( = 1, (al = 1, and a + t” # 0. Since the inequality (22) obviously holds 
for t’zk, k= 1, 2, . . . . n also, it follows that for every real /?, 
It”-‘(tP’(t)-nP(t))+e”P’(t)l <n lyfzn IP( 
. . 
for ItI = 1, which is (20) and this completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
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For the proof of Theorem 4, we need 
LEMMA 3. If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then for Iz( = 1 and for 
every real ci, 
(23) 
where M, is defined by (5). 
Proof of Lemma 3. If z,, z2, . . . . z, are the zeros of z” + eis, where /I is 
a real number, then 
zk =,i(B+(l+Wn)ln 3 k = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
In Lemma 2 we take first j = CI and next /? = E - rc, where c1 is any given 
real number, and obtain, for IzI = 1, 
Izn- ‘(zP’(z) - nP(z)) + eiOLP’(z)l 
<n Max \P(e i(m+(l+Zk)n)ln =nM,+n (24) 
I<k<n 
and 
Iz”- ‘(zP’(z) - nP(2)) - eiOLP’(z)j 
<n Max IP(e i(cr+2ka)lnI = no,. 
l<k<n 
From (24) and (25), it follows that 
1~“~ ‘(zP’(z) - nP(z)) +eiuP’(z)12 
+ Iznp ‘(zP’(z) - nP(z)) - eirP’(z)12 
<n’(Mi+Mi+,) for Izj = 1. 
Using now the identity 
IA+BI2+IA-B12=2IAI2+2IBI2 
in (26) with 
A = zn-l(ZP’(Z) - BP(Z)) and B = e”P’(z), 
(25) 
(26) 
we get, for IzI = 1, 
2(JzP’(z)-nP(z)J2+ IP’(z)l’)Gn’(M’, +M2,+,), 
which is equivalent to (23), and Lemma 3 is proved. 
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3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. If we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3, it 
follows from (24) and (25) that for every given real number c1 and for 
I4 = 1, 
2 IP( = 2 le’“P’(z)l 
< le’“P’(z) -z”- ‘(nP(z) - zP’(z))l 
+ (eiaP’(z) + z”- ‘(nP(z) - zP’(z))l 
Gn(M,+, + Ma). 
This implies 
Max IPWI df (M, +%+A 121 = 1 
which is the desired result. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Applying (2) to the polynomial P’(z), which is of 
degree n - 1, and using Theorem 1, we obtain for all t 2 1 and 0 < 8 < 2n: 
n- 1 
lP’(teie)l <f’-‘~~~ [P’(z)1 <?(M, +M,+,). 
2 
Hence for each 8, 0 < 0 < 2n and R > 1, we have 
(P( Re”) - P(e”)I = flR e”P’( teie) dti 
< 
I 
R 1 P’( te”)( dt 
1 
+4,+M,+~)jRn~n-1dt 
1 
This implies 
IP(Rz) - P(z)1 < 
which is equivalent to the desired result. 
for Izj = 1 and R> 1, 
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Proof of Theorem 3. If Q(z) =zn P(l/Z), then IQ(z)\ = IP( for IzI = 1 
and by the hypothesis of Theorem 3 we have Q( 1) = P( 1) = 0. Applying 
Theorem 2 to the polynomial Q(Z) with sl = 0, we get, for R > 1, 
IQ(R)1 dy(M,fM,). 
This implies, for R > 1, 
IP(l/R)IG$(l-R-“)(M,+M,). 
If 0 < w < n, then (1 - w/n)- i > 1 and therefore, in particular, we have 
and hence the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Since the polynomial P(z) does not vanish in the 
disk IzI < 1, we note [2, p. 1211 that 
IP’(z)l < lnP(z) - zP’(z)l for IzI = 1. (27) 
Combining the inequality (27) with the conclusion of Lemma 3, we obtain 
2 IP’(z)l’< IP’(z)l’+ InP(z)-zP’(z)l* 
+f: +MZ+,) for JzI = 1, 
from which Theorem 4 follows immediately. 
Proof of Theorem 5. This theorem follows easily on using arguments 
similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2, and therefore we omit the 
details. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Since the polynomial P(z) has m zeros at the 
origin, 0 <m <n, we write P(z) = z”H(z), where H(z) is a polynomial of 
degree n -m and H(0) # 0. If Q(Z) = zn P( l/Z), then clearly Q(z) is a poly- 
nomial of degree n -m and Q(z) = znpm H( l/Z). Also it is immediate that 
Moreover, 
lQb,l = IfW)l= IP( for IzI = 1. (28) 
zQ’(z) = nz’ P( l/5) - zn- ’ P’( l/F), 
from which it follows that for IzI = 1, 
lQ’(z)l = Iz n- ’ ml = InP(z) - zP’(z)J. (29) 
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Applying Corollary 1 to the polynomial Q(Z) and keeping in mind that 
by (28h 
we obtain 
IQ’@,1 <@+M:+M:) for JzJ = 1. 
This implies with the help of (29) that 
InP(z)-zPf(z)<~(A4~+A4~) for IzI=l, 
which further implies that 
n [P(z)1 <v CM: + MY?) + lW)l for IzI = 1. 
This gives 
n Max IP( <q 
121 = 1 
04: + w?) + f”;‘“? IW)l, 
z 
from which the desired result follows immediately. 
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